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Lessons in the session are copyrighted, Used with Permission 

Engine, Engine Number Nine From Purposeful Pathways, Book 1 

PATHWAY to PULSE: Kinesthetic awareness of beat/subdivision    

 Play the 4  steady beat.  Students walk the beat. 

 Change the quarter note pulse to  h and students tip toe.  

 Alternate between the two rhythmic values. Students move appropriately. 
 

PATHWAY to LITERACY: 4  h   so  mi 

 Lead 4-beat echo patterns using hand signs. 

 Read rhythm.   

 Students aurally identify mi and move on the staff  

 Students read melody using solfa and hand signs. 

 
 

 Add text. 

 Everyone says, “Yes. No. Maybe so,” then claps the rhythm.   Notate the rhythm together. 
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PATHWAY to PULSE: Moving echo pattern game 

 Arrange multiple “train stations” around the room.    

 “Stations” are free-standing drums, or instruments on chairs. 

 Students form trains of 6-8 peoplrains locomote around the room to the eighth note pulse while 
singing the song, stopping at a train station by the                                        start of the B Section.   

  Everyone says, “Yes. No. Maybe so.”   Leaders echo the rhythm on the drums. 

 After the engineer (leader) has had a turn to play the big drum, s/he goes to the end of the train 
and a new engineer takes over leading the train around the room, arriving at a new train station 
in time for the B Section.       

 Repeat, giving all students an opportunity to lead. 

 

PATHWAY to ENSEMBLE:  Steady beat chord bordun with ostinato 

 Pat steady beat while singing.  Transfer the pat to the BX/BM on chord bordun. 

 

 Prepare ostinato with body percussion & speech.  Transfer to guiro. 

                       $    $    h   4                 wave    wave   * scrape scrape scrape 

                    wait wait for the train                $      $     h    4                

 Put BX/BM, guiro and singing together.  

 Rotate children through all three parts, as time permits. 
 

 

Teacher Talk 

*Prepare the guiro 

part with a two-finger 

scrape up and down 

the arm. 
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Cobbler, Cobbler 

PATHWAY to RHYTHM: Prepare 4-beat rhythm patterns 

 Lead 4-beat echo patterns containing 4 and h 

 Students lead echo patterns. 
 If students are struggling with the 4-beat length, show the four beats with a gesture: 

 

 

                                                       Use fingers or arm to count the 4 beat phrase. 
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 Students practice with a partner, taking turns being the leader and the echo.  Be 
aware this assumes that they’ve had quite a lot of practice with this skill in large 
group settings. 

 

PATHWAY to LITERACY:  Decoding 4 and h 
 Tap the shoe icons on the beat, while speaking the rhyme.  
 Repeat with the class patting the beat and speaking the rhyme 
 Add dynamic changes, piano on the first two phrases, mezzo forte on the last two. 
 Half the class pats the beat, while the other half claps and speaks the rhyme. 
 Students trade jobs. 

 

 Students discover which shoes have only one sound and label as  4 

 Students discover which shoes have two sounds and label as  h 

 Have the class add the bar lines, with the help of the shoe icons to find the beat. 

 

 Students read the rhythm with syllables. 
 Students clap the rhythm. 
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PATHWAY to LITERACY:  so mi 

 Students read the melody in solfa from electronic visual using hand signs. 
 Add text.    

  

PATHWAY to ENSEMBLE:  Steady beat chord bordun 

 Students sing song and pat steady beat.   Transfer to chord bordun on BX/BM. 
 

PATHWAY to IMPROVISATION:  4-beat rhythm patterns on 

woodblock 

 

 Glockenspiels play the so mi  pattern followed by four  $ 

 Woodblocks fill in the measure of rest with four  4 

 Woodblocks fill in the rest with four  h 
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 Woodblocks improvise using 4 and   h 

 Add  $  to the choices for improvisation. 

 Use with the song in ABA form or a Grand Rondo. 
 

Teacher Talk:  Grand Rondo 

When we suggest a Grand Rondo we’re inviting you to create a final form that meets the needs of 

your students at this point in time.   Alternate between the song (A Section) and the improvisatory 

B Section.   You could have solo improvisations and do an assessment.   You could do small group 

improvisations.   It is possible assess by small groups.   You can cultivate your listening and 

evaluating skills so that you can assess three or four children simultaneously.    You decide how you 

want to shape the B Sections to best meet the needs in your classroom. 

Frog in the Meadow 

PATHWAY TO Pitch:  do re mi 

 Lead solfa 4-beat echo patterns using mi and do.  Use the solfa tone ladder to 
visually reinforce the pitches and to heighten awareness of the space between the 
tones.   Make sure that students are using hand signs when singing.  
 
mi 
? 
do 
 

 Review the pitch, re, and the appropriate hand sign.  Add it to the solfa tone ladder.  
 Lead solfa 4-beat echo patterns using do re mi.  (Always remember to pull patterns 

from the song material you will be teaching in any given lesson.) 
TEACHER TALK:  If students are doing well echoing teacher-led solfa patterns, consider playing the 

patterns on the recorder and having the students sing back in solfa with hand signs.   It is important 

to engage students in ear-training exercises using the target pitch inventory.  You’ll be amazed at 

how their skills grow if you devote even a small amount of time to this type of ear training. 

 

PATHWAY TO Literacy:  do re mi 

 Read the rhythm. 
 Read the melody from stick notation, using solfa and hand signs. 
 Read the melody from the staff, using solfa and hand signs. 
 Add text and sing the song. 
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PATHWAY TO Ensemble:  Singing with UTP ostinato 

 Read the stick notation for the rhythmic ostinato notated above. Say the rhythm 
syllables and clap the pattern.  NOTE:  This is the rhythm they have just mastered 
with their feet during the quick reaction game.   Point that fact out if they don’t 
notice it on their own! 

 Divide the class in half.  Half sings the song.  Half claps the ostinato.  Trade jobs. 
 

 

 

 Move a small number of students to rhythm sticks (or UTP of your choice) and have 
this group accompany the singing of “Frog in the Meadow.”   Repeat as needed to 
give all (or many) students an opportunity to play the UTP. 

 

PATHWAY TO Ensemble:  Broken bordun with UTP ostinato 

 

 Prepare BX ostinato by patting.  You have two choices for the sticking pattern.  
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 Transfer to BX.  Give several children an opportunity to play. 
 Put singing, rhythms sticks, and BX together. 

 

PATHWAY TO Improvisation:  do re mi with do as tonic 

 Set the barred instruments:  F=do  G=re   A=mi 
 

TEACHER TALK:  Many teachers would be quite content to remove the E and B bars and frame 

the three bars needed with empty space.   Other teachers might prefer to talk off all of the bars, 

except the three bars being played.   Your call! 

 Acclimate the students with 4-beat echo patterns, singing solfa and playing. 
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 Make the last pattern the following pattern.   Do it several times.   Show the students 
the notation after they have learned to play the pattern. 

 

 Play the pattern two times.   Count to four during the rests. 
 Improvise using do re mi during the rests.  As always, you model first and then the 

students improvise, inspired by your model. 
 Once the students are successful playing 4-beat melodic patterns, introduce the 

term tonic.  Tonic is the home tone, the last pitch, the most important note. Tell the 
students that when they are improvising (or composing) there are three ways to 
make a particular pitch sound like the tonic of a song. 

1. Start with it. 
2. End with it. 
3. Play it a lot. 
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Rain on the Green Grass 

 

PATHWAY TO SINGING:  Vocal exploration 

 “What brings in the rain?”  The wind!  
 Students explore finding the head voice by following the wind pathway on ooooo.  

 

 

 Rote teaching of song and text through echo imitation.   
 

PATHWAY TO LITERACY:  Discovering  $ 
 Students pat the steady beat while singing the song.  Point to icons as they sing. 

 

 

 Use questioning to support the children in discovering that when the umbrella 
appears there is one sound on the beat and when the raindrops appear there are 
two sounds on the beat. 

 “What happens when the sun appears?”   No sound at all! 

 Label the beat with no sound as a rest --  $ 
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PATHWAY TO LITERACY:  Decoding so and mi 

 Students determine when the melody moves to mi and move the icons down one 
space.   (All of the icon begin in the so space.) 

 

 Convert the icons on the staff to rhythmic notation.    
 Students sing in rhythm syllables. 
 Students sing using solfa and hand signs. 
 Students sing with text. 
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PATHWAY TO ENSEMBLE:  Steady beat chord bordun with color parts by word cue  

 Students pat the steady beat and sing song.   Transfer to chord bordun on BX/BM. 
 Clap on the rests.  Students determine the pattern and join in.  Transfer to triangle. 
 Prepare guiro part by scraping arm with finger on cue words, “green grass” and 

“roof-top,” then transfer to guiro. 
 Put all parts together with song. 

 

PATHWAY TO RHYTHMIC IMPROVISATION:  4-beat patterns using 4  h $ 

 

 Speech followed by four beats of rest (2X). 

 Fill in the rests with four 4 (clapping).   

 Fill in the rests with  h 

 Model improvisation using  4 ,  h ,  $ 

 Students improvise. 
 Small groups of students transfer improvisation to triangles. 
 Put together with song in ABA form.    
 ADVANCED CHALLEGE:  Transfer the speaking part to finger cymbals. 

 

PATHWAY to FORM: Creating an introduction soundscape  

 Consider reading the following poem, by Roger Sams, about the rain with sound 
effects chosen by students, then bring in the BX and begin the orchestration for the 
song after the steady beat is established. 

 

 Rain is falling down. 

 Such a peaceful sound. 

 Oh, so gently, rain is falling 

 All around.   

 

 Rain is falling down. 
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 Thunderstorms abound! 

 Lightning crashing, storm clouds thrashing, 

 What a sound! 

 Rain is falling down. 

 Such a peaceful sound. 

 Oh, so gently, rain is falling 

 All around.   

 

PATHWAY TO CREATIVE MOVEMENT: Movement Exploration 

 Students begin in one place, exploring the way rain drops fall (sustained 
movement):  

 Slowly on the wind, straight down, swirling, twirling. (List more with class.) 
 Explore the various rain movement ideas in self-space. 
 Students imagine they are raindrops, and chose a “spot” somewhere else in 

the room where they will land. Can they travel to that place (locomotor 
movement) in a way from the previous list?   Explore several ways. 

 Chose their favorite, and travel to their “spot”. 
 Now explore sudden movement -- very angular, like lightening. 
 Encourage angular movement in legs, arms, head, etc. 
 Create a movement sequence:  Sustained, Sudden, Sustained 

 
Add percussion accompaniment 

 Students watch a partner dance their sequence and decide what instruments can 
accompany their movement. 

 

Possibilities for Sustained Rain Accompaniment: 

 
Glockenspiel, wind chimes, earth bell, triangle, rainstick, spring drum, metallophone. 

 
Possibilities for Sudden Thunder Accompaniment: 

 
Drum, cymbal, woodblocks, templeblocks, vibraslap, slapstick, thunder drum 

 

Alternative accompaniment 

Consider combining with PATHWAY TO FORM poetry/soundscapes 


